Recruit Release Notes Changes Launching 2018-03-22

Panorama usability updates

- Keep Shown columns visible while searching for columns
  ![Shown columns visible](image)

- Improve dropdown switching for the applicant qualifications, approval requests and PII audit tool status areas
  ![Dropdown switching](image)

Unify the Find Applicant and All Applications grids

Applicant information can now be found on the All applications grid; we’ve deprecated the admin tool because the grid provides more information
User Role reports

We’ve updated the Manage User Roles admin tool to use the same table and filtering as other parts of the application. Searching for individual users can now be done through the workspace ribbon.

Approvals page now shows **concluded approvals**

Bugs and polishing

- Add documentation on the use of the PII Audit tool
- Purge UCSD’s & UCI’s Training site’s of all recruitments
- Always keep popovers shown if their input field has focus
- Fix school and department sorting on the All applications page
- Restore missing label for demographic % columns on Recruitment grid
- Improve load time of Recruitments page
- Add sort direction indicators for sortable columns on all grids